Alerting Services - Educational Topics / Issues in October 2010

Curriculum leadership / Teacher leadership

- Lessons learned? School leadership and Curriculum reform in Hong Kong / By Tong, Siu Yin Annie.

- Distributed curriculum leadership in action: a Hong Kong Case Study / By Law, Edmond; Galton, Maurice; Wan, Sally.

- Making different sense of reform: school leaders’ perspectives on the New Senior Secondary Curriculum in Hong Kong / By Adamson, Bob; Tak-Shing, John LAM; YU Wai-Ming; Kin-Sang, Jacqueline CHAN; Hau-Fai, Edmond LAW; Wai-Lun, Anthony LEUNG.

- Developing curriculum leadership in schools: Hong Kong perspectives / By Hau-Fai Law, Edmond; Galton, Maurice; Wai-Yan Wan, Sally.

- Leadership and collaboration in implementing curriculum change in Hong Kong secondary schools / By Adamson, Bob; Yin, Annie Tong Siu.

- Excellent teachers leading the way: how to cultivate teacher leadership / By Thornton, Holly J.

- Teacher participation in curriculum and pedagogical decisions: insights into curriculum leadership / By Dora Choi Wa Ho.

- Principal leadership for technology-enhanced learning in science / By Gerard, Libby F.; Bowyer, Jane B.; Linn, Marcia C.
- Strategic leadership and school reform in Taiwan / By Chen, Peiying.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehh&AN=34212442&site=ehost-live)

- Ensuring every child matters: issues and implications for school leadership / By Harris, Alma; Allen, Tracey.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eric&AN=EJ871001&site=ehost-live)

- New capabilities for cyber charter school leadership: an emerging imperative for integrating educational technology and educational leadership knowledge / By Kowch, Eugene.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eric&AN=EJ851076&site=ehost-live)

- Defining a conversational space for curriculum leadership / By Elliott, Bob; Macpherson, Ian; Mikel, Ed; Joseph, Pamela Bolotin; Crosswel, Leanne; Aspland, Tania.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehh&AN=19992185&site=ehost-live)

- Developing curriculum leadership in schools: Hong Kong perspectives / By Law, Edmond Hau-Fai; Galton, Maurice; Wan, Sally Wai-Yan.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eric&AN=EJ763903&site=ehost-live)

- Leading change from within: action research to strengthen curriculum leadership in a primary school / By Cardno, Carol.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehh&AN=23093600&site=ehost-live)

- Who really leads and manages the curriculum in primary schools? A Hong Kong case-study / By Lee, John Chi-Kin; Dimmock, Clive; Yeung, Tai-Yuen Au.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eric&AN=EJ833026&site=ehost-live)

- Relationship between cognitive style with leadership-management and curriculum management: a review / By Siraj, Saedah; Naimie, Zahra; Shaghahi, Reihaneh.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehh&AN=28652179&site=ehost-live)

- Excellent teachers leading the way: how to cultivate teacher leadership / By Thornton, Holly J.
  [link](http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eric&AN=EJ887749&site=ehost-live)
● Analysis of teacher leadership as a teacher development model: an opportunity for reform and improved practice / By Hobson, Lisa D.; Moss, Lynn.

● Leading to decide or deciding to lead? Understanding the relationship between teacher leadership and decision making / By Emira, Mahmoud.

● ‘Teacher leadership’: values and voice / By Frost, David.

● Helping teachers become leaders / By Phelps, Patricia H.

● Towards a new professionalism: enhancing personal and professional development in teacher education / By Malm, Birgitte.

● Three keys to success for principals (and their teachers) / By Lumpkin, Angela.

● Online community becomes a pathway to teacher leadership / By Gutierrez, Cindy; Bryan, Chris.

● Revitalizing teacher leadership via bureaucratic-professional practices: a structural equation model / By Cheng Chi Keung.

**IB (International Baccalaureate)**

● Designing IB curricula for future global careerists: a boundaryless career perspective / By Suutari, Vesa; Smale, Adam.
- Multicultural education – good for business but not for the state? The IB curriculum and global capitalism / By Resnik, Julia. 
- Teacher and student perceptions of the International Baccalaureate Program: a first year perspective / By Culross, Rita R.; Tarver, Emily T. 
- The global growth of the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme over the first 40 years: a critical assessment / By Bunnell, Tristan. 
- International education and the ‘second phase’: a framework for conceptualizing its nature and for the future assessment of its effectiveness / By Bunnell, Tristan. 
- Peace education: an International Baccalaureate perspective / By van Oord, Lodewijk. 
- Concerns about IB exam results undermining confidence in program / By Toze, David. 
- The International Baccalaureate in England and Wales: the alternative paths for the future / By Bunnell, Tristan. 
- Criticisms of the AP and IB programs / 
- The IB and languages / By Carder, Maurice. 
- Students’ perceptions of the non-academic advantages and disadvantages of participation in advanced placement courses and international baccalaureate programs / By Foust, Regan Clark;
Hertberg-Davis, Holly; Callahan, Carolyn M.

- The appeal of the International Baccalaureate in Australia’s educational market: a curriculum of choice for mobile futures / By Doherty, Catherine.

- The International Baccalaureate in the USA and the emerging ‘culture war’ / By Bunnell, Tristan.

- To westernize the nations? An analysis of the International Baccalaureate’s philosophy of education / By van Oord, Lodewijk.

- Geography in the International Baccalaureate: an update / By Semple, Stuart.

- Back to the future: the International Baccalaureate / By Hill, Ian.

- The International Baccalaureate: common myths, real concerns / By Matthews, Michael.